
PURPOSE OF COURSE
Provide team members and leaders with an understanding of Agile and Lean. Build
trainees comfort and confidence in the excellence journey your organisation is on. 
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COURSE OUTCOMES
An understanding of Agile and Lean origins, purpose and application. 
Ability to understand and get involved in implementing foundational elements. 
Practical experience in being involved in an Agile Scrum.
Practical experience in Toyota Kata - Defining a meaningful goal and PDCA. 
Understanding of the concepts of Value, Value Stream, Flow, Pull & Perfection.  
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WHO SHOULD ENGAGE
Any leader or team member involved in an Agile/Lean, focused excellence journey. Team
members that have not had previous experience with Agile or Lean. 

PREREQUISITES AND WORK

. There are no prerequisites for this course. The pre-work is to read the course summary
document and video provided after registration. 

LEARNING APPROACH AND TIME COMMITMENT
This course can be hosted in person or virtually via Zoom. The course runs for one day,
typically 8 am to 4 pm. Two half-hour breaks and a central one hour break are provided
for learners to rest, eat and catch up on work if needed. 
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COURSE AGENDA
History of Lean and Agile
Agile and waterfall compared 
Small performance team theory
Value, value stream, flow, pull, perfection

CERTIFICATION
70% pass on the post-course test will provide attendees with a certification through the
Enterprise Excellence Academy. This certification is the equivalency of a Lean White Belt
certification. 

 

Toyota Kata - challenging meaningful goal
Lead and lag measures
Transparency, inspection, adaption
Agile scrum process introduction 

SUBSEQUENT LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES 

Agile Scrum Master and Product Owner certification. 
Agile Scrum@ Scale certification 
Leaders who serve certification 

Attendees from this training can go on to further their education with the following
courses: 
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Attendees can also get involved in the Enterprise Excellence Practitioner Community. 

HOW TO REGISTER OR GAIN ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Go to www.enterpriseexcellenceacademy.com to gain additional information, register for
a course or get in touch with us to discuss further.  
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